For tomorrow’s excursion

- See the schedule overleaf

- Beware
  - **08:30** is gathering time
  - **08:35** is the group walk time to the station

- Excursion include a short and easy walk in the Kullaberg National Park
  (several itineraries from 45 min to 2 H)
  - Wear appropriate **shoes**
  - **Maps** will be provided before departure in the hotel lobby

- The 11 bird squadron leaders

- AGUILAR Jonathan
- BORER Claudia
- DELLE FRATTE Cesare
- DRASAL Zbynek
- KEPINSKI Maciej Piotr
- MAGALHAES Bruno
- MARTIN MARQUEZ Manuel
- MORAWSKI Piotr
- ROGERS Will
- SINDRILARU Elvin Alin
- SAORNIL GAMARRA Sandra

*Have a good day!!  Francois*